
 

Introduction to Govan Trumps Resource Pack 

Govan Trumps  is a deck of 53 playing cards featuring famous folk, strange public art, and the 

odd building from mighty Govan. 

Govan’s Hidden Histories  is proud to present this a fun way to learn about and celebrate 

some of the famous folk fae Govan. We’ve used the classic ‘Trumps’ card game to pit 

characters of Govan against each other in a variety of categories. Who is more gallus, Mary 

Barbour or Sir Alex Ferguson? Who is older, the Govan Cat or the Govan Baby? Play and find 

out! Full instructions can be found inside the game. 

In this resource pack you will find a few ideas for accompanying activities to Govan Trumps. 

● Make your Own Card template  
● Timeline Activity  
● The Govan Press 
● The G Factor 
● Guess Who? 
● A Day in the Life 

These activities can be adapted to suit the age-group you work with, and are just a starting point 
to demonstrate the utility of Govan Trumps. The Cards are primarily designed for ages 10+. 
 
If you have any other ideas of how to use the cards, or any experiences/ comments you 
would like to share, please use both the email addresses in the footer to get in touch. 
We’d love to hear from you! You can find a downloadable PDF version of the cards on 
our blogsite. 
 
Govan's hidden histories is a creative project celebrating Govan's rich histories. These cards were developed by a 
team of Govanites and Glasgow Museums staff, led by artist and researcher tara s Beall. 
 
Special thanks to project team members and partners, including Govan Workspace, Govan Stones, Govan Fair 
Committee, GalGael, Plantation Productions, and Friends of Elder Park. Thanks also to the Govan Reminiscence 
Group and historian Tim Clarkson for advice, and to project admin guru and superpower ninja Chani Bond. 
 
Beall is an artist based in Govan and a researcher working via The University of GlasgowTheatre Studies 
Department, and The Riverside Museum. 
© 2014 tsBeall / Govan's hidden histories. All rights reserved. 
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Timeline Activity  

 
 

Type of Activity 
 
Group discussion.  
Optional Art & design. 
 
Synopsis 
 
Make a timeline using selected cards from the deck. Use the birth/death dates and ‘Age in 
2014’.  
 
Aim 
 
Participants think about and discuss the chronology of Govan’s History and the people who 
have lived and worked there throughout recorded history. 
 
Optional 
 
Have the participants make cards or representations of themselves, and their ancestors 
spanning back generations, and place roughly where they would be on the timeline. 
  
 
Discussion Points 
 

● What do the participants know or think was happening at these times in terms of greater 
historical events/ time periods?  

 
● What do the participants think daily life was like for that Character of Govan? -living/ 

working conditions. Did they go to school, and how long for? What was ‘shopping’ like? 
Can they compare it to modern life? 

 
● Can the participant identify/ imagine which generations of their family might have been 

around at that time?  E.g. That was when my great, great, great grandparents would 
have been living. 
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The Govan Press 

 
Type of Activity 
 
Imaginative/ Report writing. 
Optional Art & Design. 
Optional Drama & Performance. 
 
Synopsis 
 
Write a report about an event (real or imagined) concerning a selected Character of Govan. 
Where possible research additional details about what was happening at that time for 
background detail. Perhaps the Character is receiving an award for their hard work or 
achievement? 
 
Selecting characters involved in politics and activism could facilitate participants in thinking 
about citizenship within a historical and contemporary context.  
 
Colin Murdo Macleod 
Jimmy Reid 
Billy Connolly 
Rev. George MacLeod 
Nicola Sturgeon 
Lady Agnes Dollan 
May Nicholson 
Helen Crawfurd 
Margo MacDonald 
Allison Hunter 
Mary Barbour 
 
Aim 
 
Participants think about the Character of Govan within their historical context and imaginatively 
express their ideas within the context of a newspaper report as if they are reporting at that time. 
Depending on age and stage this can range from formal report writing to coming up with a 
catchy headline and a paragraphs. 
 
Optional Art & Design 
 
Have the participants create an image to accompany their report. 
 
Optional Drama & Performance 
 
Have the participants pair up into groups and perform a news story on TV about the Character 
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including news readers, a roving reporter and an interview with the Character. 
 

The G Factor! or Govan’s Got Talent! 
Type of Activity 
 
Group discussion/ debate. 
 
Synopsis 
 
Each participant represents one Character of Govan in an elimination-style competition.The 
competition can have as many rounds as the facilitator feels useful/ enjoyable. It can be judged 
by majority decision/ vote or by a panel chosen at the facilitator’s discretion. 
 
This is modelled on the ‘Hot air balloon’ debating game, where the balloon is running out of air, and the 
group must decide who are the most valuable passengers, and therefore who remains in the hot-air 
balloon. 
 
Each speaker has to make the case why they should stay on in G Factor throughout the 
eliminations. Although this is based on an elimination-style competition it is not a talent contest! 
The participants should consider the contributions their Character of Govan has made, their 
skills (or presumed/ concluded skills), connections, and anything else they think might win them 
favour! They should not repeat themselves, but seek to make one strong argument per round. 
 
Aim 
 
Participants think about what impact the Character made, and the significance of their 
contributions to people in Govan and beyond. 
 
Optional 
 
Groups of participants work together to represent one Character in a larger debate allowing 
them to work together to prepare and share their reasoning and conclusions e.g 6 participants 
take turns representing team Mary Barbour. 
  
Discussion Points 
 

● Did the Character spend their lives working for personal gain, the community,  industrial 
innovation, people’s rights, or something else? 

● Were they goodl/ effective at what they did? What impact did they have in Govan or 
beyond? 

● What conclusions can be drawn about the Character’s personality? Is being galluss a 
plus-point? 

● Can the participants imagine what role the Character would play in contemporary 
society?  
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Guess Who? 
 

Type of Activity 
 
Group Game or 1:1 game. 
 
 
Synopsis 
 
Play with the cards as you would the game ‘Guess Who’, starting with 2 identical decks as large 
as the level of challenge desired. The game is 2 individuals or 2 teams who have to guess 
one-another's Character card first by using yes/no questions based on the information on the 
cards e.g “Is your Character alive?”, “Is your character human”, “Was your character a 
politician?”, “Is your Character in Elder Park”? 
 
It is probably best to steer away from appearance based questions, as some of the images are 
black and white,  and also this won’t encourage the participants to really get to know the 
Characters. 
 
Aim 
 
Participants use observation and logic (and if working in a team, teamwork) to determine the 
correct card. 
 
Optional 
 
Use the cards to play ‘20 Questions’. 
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A Day in the Life 
 
Type of Activity 
 
Imaginative writing. 
Optional Art & Design. 
 
Synopsis 
 
Write a journal entry by a selected Character of Govan. Where possible research the details for 
this. The journal entry should include some detail/ description of their home, the food they eat, 
their daily activities, and what their social lives are like. 
 
Alternatively , imagine that magically the Characters had access to social media. What would 
they tweet/ post on a normal day in their time if literacy and technology were no barrier? 
 
Aim 
 
Participants think about the Character of Govan within their historical context and imaginatively 
express their ideas within the context of a journal entry or a social media format. 
 
Optional Art & Design 
 
Have the participants create a profile picture for their Character’s imagined social media 
account. This can be as silly as The Chieftain taking a selfie! 
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